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Welcome to the 36th edition of the Centre for Comparative
Constitutional Studies newsletter, a guide to news and events at the
Centre and a spotlight for commentary on issues in constitutional law,
nationally and globally.

For the latest most up to date news, follow us on twitter or online
•
•
•
•
•
•

CCCS: @cccsmelbourne
Adrienne Stone: @stone_adrienne
Cheryl Saunders: @cherylsaunders1
Scott Stephenson: @s_m_stephenson
William Partlett: @WPartlett
Jeremy Gans: @jeremy_gans

•

Our website: law.unimelb.edu.au/cccs

•

Centre members also blog at Opinions on         
High: blogs.unimelb.edu.au/opinionsonhigh/

•

The IACL Blog: iacl-aidc-blog.org

Co-Directors’ Report
As Directors of the CCCS, we are proud to be able to frame
this 36th edition of our newsletter with the photograph below
of staff members of Melbourne Law School showing their
support for the recent ‘Uluru Statement from the Heart’. This
profound moment within Australia’s movement towards
constitutional recognition of its indigenous people is sure to
resonate for generations to come. To that end, we are especially
thrilled to feature in this newsletter a profile of recent CCCS
alumnus, Dylan Lino, whose outstanding doctoral thesis
on constitutional recognition of indigenous Australians
provided the foundation for his participation in the National
Constitutional Convention in Central Australia from which the
Uluru Statement was made on 26 May 2017.
CCCS 2017 Conference
We write this Directors’ report just weeks away from our
CCCS 2017 Constitutional Law conference, which will be
held at Melbourne Law School on 21 July. Co-convened by
Adrienne Stone and Scott Stephenson, the conference will
commence with keynote address from the Hon. Kenneth
Hayne AC (former Justice High Court of Australia) on nonstatutory executive power (Justice Stephen McLeish and
Associate Professor Kristen Rundle, commentators), and
then see papers on a range of topics including proportionality
and retrospectivity and the rule of law delivered by leading
practitioners and academics including Dr Brendan Lim (Eleven
Wentworth, NSW Bar), Professor James Stellios (Australian
National University), Julia Watson (Owen Dixon Chambers,
Victorian Bar), Emeritus Professor Fiona Wheeler (Australian
National University), Lorraine Finlay (Murdoch University),
Justin Gleeson SC (Banco Chambers, NSW Bar) and Emeritus
Professor Jeffrey Goldsworthy (Monash University). The
meeting will also provide the occasion for the launch of
Brendan Lim’s Australia’s Constitution after Whitlam (2017), by
Laureate Emeritus Professor Cheryl Saunders. The conference
closes with a dinner to be addressed by the Hon. Justice
Michelle Gordon of the High Court of Australia. See http://law.
unimelb.edu.au/centres/cccs/events/2017-cccs-constitutionallaw-conference

who recently joined the Laureate Program in Comparative
Constitutional Law as a Research Fellow. During the semester
the CCCS also hosted a visit from Dr Caitlin Goss as a Kathleen
Fitzpatrick Visiting Fellow with the ARC Laureate Project in
Comparative Constitutional Law. Currently a Senior Lecturer at
the University of Queensland, Caitlin was able to take time out
from her teaching to work on her monograph on interim—or
deliberately temporary—constitutions.
Changes to the newsletter
The current edition of the CCCS newsletter will be our last
quarterly publication: our next newsletter in December 2017
will mark the commencement of publishing the newsletter
twice rather than four times each year. Under the new and
expanded format, the newsletter will include profiles of current
CCCS scholars, as well as special features (as we offer on p 1
with our entry on Dylan Lino) on CCCS Alumni. We look
forward to sharing this new content with you in December.
Meanwhile, we look forward to seeing you at the conference!

Professor Adrienne Stone

Associate Professor Kristen Rundle

Miegunyah lecture
To continue a remarkable week for those interested in the
challenges of contemporary public law, on Wednesday 26 July
Professor Denis Baranger (Professor of Public Law, Université
Panthéon-Assas, Paris) will deliver the prestigious MLS
Miegunyah annual lecture on the topic of ‘The Boundaries of
Public Law’. This lecture is open to the public, but registrations
are essential: https://events.unimelb.edu.au/events/8373boundaries-of-public-law
New members and visitors
The CCCS welcomes new member Mr Gary Hansell, an
Irish-trained lawyer with an LLM from Harvard Law School,
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Alumni Feature
In April 2017, CCCS alumnus, Dylan Lino, received news
that he was to be awarded the degree of PhD from the
University of Melbourne for his thesis, ‘Constitutional
Recognition of Australia’s Indigenous Peoples: Law,
History and Politics’ (supervisors Adrienne Stone, Cheryl
Saunders and Megan Davis (UNSW)). A month later, Dylan
participated in the National Constitutional Convention in
Central Australia, from which the ‘Uluru Statement’ was
issued on 26 May 2017, as a pro bono legal advisor. We asked
Dylan to share with the CCCS community some details of his
journey from doctoral student to participant in this seminal
national event:
I began my PhD back in mid-2011, and was lucky to spend
two and a half glorious years in residence at MLS and actively
involved with the CCCS before moving to Cambridge, USA.
The move to Cambridge in late 2013 was to take up a position
as a Visiting Researcher at Harvard Law School (2014 and 201516), as well as to do an LLM at Harvard Law School during a
period of leave from my doctorate. I was fortunate to then have
a second research visit at Harvard (2015-16), supported by a
Qantas Fellowship from the American Australian Association.
This also allowed me to act as a Graduate Program Fellow at
Harvard Law School. On return to Australia in July 2016, I
commenced an appointment as a Lecturer at UWA Law School.
I submitted my PhD in January 2017, and received the good
news of its pending award in April 2017.
At the heart of my thesis was the following question. What
do Australians mean to convey when they speak of the terms
of political association between the peoples indigenous to
the Australian continent – the Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander peoples – and those who have colonised it through
the language of ‘constitutional recognition’? Within the past
decade, constitutionally recognising Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander peoples has emerged as the leading idea for
achieving a just postcolonial settlement in Australia. But despite
the idea’s ubiquity, there has been little clarity in academic and
broader debates about what exactly ‘constitutional recognition’
is and what it can be expected to achieve.
My thesis therefore set out to examine Indigenous constitutional
recognition in Australia in historical and theoretical
perspective, by reference to the period from the 1960s to the
present. From a historical perspective, I argued that Indigenous
‘recognition’ is an indeterminate, malleable language of
Australian constitutional politics, used by Indigenous and nonIndigenous actors over the past four decades to serve diverse
political projects. I then drew on political and constitutional
theory to develop an account of constitutional recognition to
help understand these constitutional politics. I argued that
constitutional recognition involves struggles by Indigenous
peoples for a settler constitutional order that better respects
their identities. These struggles seek to refashion the basic
distribution of public power, not only within written, ‘big-C’

Constitutions but also through ‘small-c’ constitutional norms
and instruments – including treaties between First Nations and
settler governments.
The thesis applied this theoretical account to the task of
understanding Indigenous constitutional recognition in practice.
My central argument was that new forms of recognition are
limited by the horizons of politics and identity in which they are
negotiated, and are subject to an uncertain future in which their
implementation can go in different directions. I reinterpreted
earlier Indigenous battles over citizenship – the 1967 amendments
to the Australian Constitution and the passage of the Racial
Discrimination Act 1975 (Cth) – as unappreciated instances of
Indigenous constitutional recognition. Flawed and incomplete
from the outset, these older forms of recognition have become
increasingly inadequate over time, especially as Indigenous
politics has shifted from an emphasis on Australian citizenship
to collective Indigenous peoplehood. Turning to contemporary
Indigenous struggles for constitutional recognition as peoples
– especially calls for an Indigenous representative voice to
Parliament, treaty-making and Indigenous States or Territories
– I suggested federalism as a valuable way of understanding and
advancing these Indigenous demands. But I also cautioned against
seeing Indigenous–settler federalism as a constitutional endpoint.
Indigenous constitutional recognition should be understood as an
ongoing process of contesting the settler constitutional order in
the name of a just postcolonial relationship.
Since I wrote the thesis, the National Constitutional
Convention has delivered the Uluru Statement from the
Heart, a powerful declaration of First Nations sovereignty. The
Statement calls for that sovereignty to be recognised through
a First Nations Voice and the negotiation of treaties through a
Makarrata Commission. As someone who took far too long to
complete their doctorate on these matters, I find myself in the
very lucky position that my thesis ended up more or less where
the Uluru Statement did. As someone fortunate enough to
attend the Uluru Convention as a legal adviser, I feel incredibly
honoured to have been involved in such a momentous event.
And as a member of the Australian public, I’m proud to
support the strong and inspiring vision of truth and justice that
came out of Uluru.
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Centre Update
Adrienne Stone, Co-director
Publications
Adrienne Stone, ‘New York Times v Sullivan’ in the Max Planck
Encyclopaedia of Comparative Constitutional Law http://oxcon.
ouplaw.com/home/MPECCOL
Presentations
Presented ‘Dimensions of Freedom of Expression’
at “Exclusion or Co-prosperity?: Constitutional and
Philosophical Foundations of Public Spheres” at Yonsei
Unversity Seoul, 27 April 2017
Participated in ‘Constitutional Adjudication: Traditions
and Horizons’ at LUISS University, Rome, 5 -6 May 2017
Panellist, ‘Trump, Brexit and the Future of Democracy’,
Melbourne Graduate School of Management, 17 May
2017 http://electionwatch.unimelb.edu.au/articles/trump,brexit-and-the-future-of-democracy
Commentator to ‘Recognising Australia’s Indigenous
Voices’, Melbourne Law School 19 May 2017 http://
law.unimelb.edu.au/laureate-programs/lpccl/events/
recognising-australias-indigenous-voices
Appointment
Appointed as Chair to the Advisory Board, Julius Stone
Institute of Jurisprudence, University of Sydney.
Media
Five Questions with Adrienne Stone, ICONNECT,  17
March http://www.iconnectblog.com/2017/03/fivequestions-with-adrienne-stone/
Q&A Recognising Australia’s First People’s Properly,
Pursuit, 19 May https://pursuit.unimelb.edu.au/articles/qamp-a-recognising-australia-s-first-peoples-properly
Interview, Constitutional Recognition of Indigenous
Peoples, Uncommon Sense, 23 May, Triple R Radio: http://
www.rrr.org.au/program/uncommon-sense
Interview, The Sydney Morning Herald, 30 May: http://
www.smh.com.au/federal-politics/political-news/mabolawyer-bryan-keoncohen-urges-gutless-politicians-tosupport-uluru-decision-20170529-gwfp2h.html

The Minefield, ABC Radio National 24 May, https://radio.
abc.net.au/search?service_guid=RN-mld-20170524

Kristen Rundle, Co-director
Publications
Kristen Rundle, ‘Opening the Doors of Inquiry: Lon Fuller
and the Natural Law Tradition’, in Robert P. George and
George Duke (eds), The Cambridge Companion to Natural
Law Jurisprudence (Cambridge University Press, 2017).
Presentations
Chaired ‘Business and Human Rights in the Era of AntiGlobalism’, MLS-Federal Court of Australia, Judges in
Conversation series, Federal Court Melbourne Registry, 21
June 2017.

Cheryl Saunders AO, Foundation Director
Publications
Cheryl Saunders, ‘What does ‘recognition’ for Indigenous
Australians actually look like?’, The Age, 23 May http://
www.theage.com.au/comment/what-does-recognitionfor-indigenous-australians-actually-look-like-20170522gwa9ll.html
Presentations
Participated in discussions on constitutional evolution in
Myanmar, 29-30 April 2017
Made a presentation on ‘Constitution Building in
Comparative Perspective’, to a public forum in Cebu, the
Philippines, 10 May 2017
Spoke to a CCCS Brown Bag seminar on Public Law and
Private Law, 16 May, with Jason Varuhas
MLM Teaching
Taught ‘Comparative Constitutional Law’ from 31 May-7
June 2017

Interview, Pro Bono News, 29 May https://
probonoaustralia.com.au/news/2017/05/indigenousleaders-call-treaty-reconciliation-commission/
Interview, Lawyer’s Weekly, 1 June : https://www.
lawyersweekly.com.au/wig-chamber/21216-uluru-summitdelivers-clear-message-to-australian-law-makers
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Centre Members
Farrah Ahmed
Publications
Journal Articles
Farrah Ahmed (with Adam Perry), ‘Standing and Civic
Virtue’, Law Quarterly Review (forthcoming)
Farrah Ahmed, ‘The Autonomy Rationale for Religious
Freedom’ (2017) Modern Law Review 80 (2) 238–262
Farrah Ahmed (with Adam Perry), ‘Constitutional Statutes’
(2017) Oxford Journal of Legal Studies 37 (2): 461-481
Book Chapters
Farrah Ahmed, ‘The Problem with Personal Law’ in Shazia
Chaudhury and Jonathan Herring (eds), Cambridge
Companion to Family Law (CUP, forthcoming)
Farrah Ahmed, ‘Islamic Community Processes in
Australia’ in Samia Bano and Jennifer Pierce (eds),
Mediation and Religious Arbitration in National Contexts
(Dartmouth College Press, forthcoming)
Blog Posts
Farrah Ahmed, ‘The Autonomy Rationale for Religious
Freedom’ UK Constitutional Law Blog, 5 April 2017
Farrah Ahmed, ‘Strategy and Subterfuge? Assessing the
‘New’ Judicial Power’ Judicial Power Project, 2 Feb 2017
Presentations
Launched the Indian Law Review (peer-reviewed journal
on Indian Law - founding editor)
Launched the Admin Law Blog (on Administrative Law in
the common law world)

Anna Dziedzic
Publications
Anna Dziedzic, ‘No Confidence Votes’ in Max Planck
Encyclopedia of Comparative Constitutional Law
Presentations
Presented ‘Foreign judges on Pacific Courts: Implications
for a Reflective Judiciary’ at the Masterclass on Indigenous
Peoples and the Law, Melbourne Law School, 6 April 2017
Presented a comment on Lesley Clark’s paper on ‘Papua
New Guinea’ at The Challenges of Money Politics in the
Asia-Pacific Region, Melbourne Law School 17 May 2017
Coel Kirkby
Publications
Coel Kirkby, ‘A Cure for Coups: The South African
Influence on Fijian Constitutionalism,’ in Rosalind
Dixon and Theunis Roux (eds), Constitutional Triumphs,
Constitutional Disappointments: A Critical Assessment of
the 1996 South African Constitution’s Influence (Cambridge
University Press, 2017)
Coel Kirkby, ‘The Past and Future of the World’s Smallest
Global Court,’ Modern Law Review Forum, 6 June 2017,
http://www.modernlawreview.co.uk/kirkby-robinson-bulkan/
Affiliations
Elected the Smuts Visiting Fellow in Commonwealth
Studies at the University of Cambridge, May 2017.
Submissions
Drafting background papers with Professor Rosalind
Dixon on behalf of the UNDP for the Constitutional
Review Committee of Tuvalu.

Erika Arban
Publications
Erika Arban, ‘Seeing Law in Terms of Music: a Short Essay
on Affinities between Music and Law’, Cahiers de Droit,
Vol. 58, No. 1-2, 2017
Michael Crommelin
Publications
Michael Crommelin, ‘Book Review: Constitutional
Conventions and the Headship of State: Australian
Experience by Donald Markwell’, (2017) 40 Melbourne
University Law Review 1132

Stijn Smet
Presentations
Presented, ‘Conscientious Objection’ at The European
Court of Human Rights and the Freedom of Thought,
Conscience and Religion: The 25-Year Legacy of Kokkinakis
Conference, Central European University, 27-28 May 2017
(via Zoom)
Joo Cheong Tham
Publications
Book Chapters
Joo-Cheong Tham and Keith Ewing, ‘The ‘Labour’
Chapter in the Trans-Pacific Partnership Agreement
and its Implications for Australian Labour Law, in Anna
Chapman, John Howe and Ingrid Landau (eds) Evolving
Project of Labour Law, eds., Federation Press, Sydney
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Opinion Piece
Joo-Cheong Tham, ‘Tighter Clamp on Foreign Workers No
Quick Fix’, Herald Sun, Melbourne, p. 52 (21 April 2017)
Presentations
Presented ‘Why is Labour Protection for Temporary
Migrant Workers So Fraught?’ A Perspective from
Australia, Global Labor Migration Workshop, University of
Maryland, College Park, 20-21 April 2017 Book Review:
Kenneth M. Ehrenberg, ‘The Functions of Law’(2017)
36(2) Law and Philosophy 215-223
Media
Provided comments for Primrose Riordan’s, ‘Slap on
the wrist for Hanson, ‘probably’ over plane fiasco’, The
Australian, 10 May 2017 http://www.theaustralian.com.au/
national-affairs/slap-on-the-wrist-for-hanson-probablyover-plane-fiasco/news-story/0c7213430103ef1ea7e6ae14
8bbe6148
Provided comments for Damien Cave and Jacqueline
Williams’, ‘Australia Open to Foreign Cash, and China has
much to gain’, New York Times, 6 June 2017 https://www.
nytimes.com/2017/06/06/world/australia/china-politicalinfluence-campaign-finance.html?_r=0
Interview, ABC 7.30 Report, ‘The Labor Party, the Chinese
property developer, and the seat in NSW Parliament’, 6
June 2017
Interview, SBS World News, ‘Exclusive: exploitation
of Vietnamese students rampant among Melbourne
businesses’, 20 April 2017
Lael Weis
Publications
Journal Articles
Lael Weis, ‘“On Just Terms”, Revisited’, Federal Law Review
(in press, accepted 16 June 2017)
Lael Weis, ‘Constitutional Directive Principles’, Oxford
Journal of Legal Studies (in press, accepted 4 April 2017)
Book Chapters
Lael Weis, ‘Constituting “the People”: The Paradoxical
Place of the Formal Amendment Procedure in Australian
Constitutionalism’, in Richard Albert, Xenophon
Contiades and Alkmene Fotiadou (eds), The Foundations
and Traditions of Constitutional Amendment, (Hart,
2017) 253. http://www.bloomsburyprofessional.com/
uk/the-foundations-and-traditions-of-constitutionalamendment-9781509908264/
Presentations
Presented, ‘Constitutional Directive Principles’, Julius Stone
Institute of Jurisprudence Guest Speaker Series, Sydney Law
School, 8 June 2017.
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CCCS RHD Update
Dylan Lino
Degree Conferred
PhD thesis titled, ‘Constitutional Recognition of Australia’s
Indigenous Peoples: Law, History and Politics’ was passed
in April 2017
Publications
Dylan Lino, ‘Towards Indigenous–Settler Federalism’
(2017) 28 Public Law Review 118
Dylan Lino, ‘Thinking Outside the Constitution on
Indigenous Constitutional Recognition: Entrenching
the Racial Discrimination Act’ (2017) 91 Australian Law
Journal 381
Dylan Lino, ‘The Uluru Statement: Towards Federalism
with First Nations’ on AUSPUBLAW (13 June 2017)
https://auspublaw.org/2017/06/towards-federalism-withfirst-nations
Presentations
Presented ‘Constitutional Recognition of Australia’s
Indigenous Peoples: Law, History and Politics’, Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander Peoples Legal Research Workshop,
10 February 2017, Sydney Law School, Sydney
Submissions
Made a submission to the Referendum Council on 15 May
2017
Others
Pro bono legal adviser, Brisbane, First Nations Regional
Constitutional Dialogue (21-23 April)
Pro bono legal adviser, Uluru First Nations Constitutional
Convention (24-26 May), organised by the Referendum
Council.
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The Constitution Transformation Network
The Constitution Transformation Network is a new initiative
that brings together a team of scholars at Melbourne Law
School to explore both the practice and the concept of
constitutional transformation.  
At a practical level constitutional transformation is or has
recently been underway in many states across the world. At
heart, constitutional transformation involves the formulation
and implementation of new Constitutions or major changes
to existing Constitutions. It comprises questions about
constitutional design as well as the  processes of constitutional
change. Depending on the context, constitutional
transformation may encompass conflict resolution, peace
building and other catalysts for regime change. It extends
well beyond the ratification of new arrangements to include a
period of transition, which may be drawn-out over a decade
or more, and which covers implementation and constitutional
change post-adoption.
In conceptual terms the very idea of a Constitution may be
undergoing transformation, in the face of the conditions
of internationalisation and globalisation that characterise
present times. Pressures for change come from what is loosely
described as the constitutionalisation of international law (the
extent to which arrangements at the regional or international
levels are beginning to take forms that might be described as
‘constitutional’) and the internationalisation of constitutional
law (the impact of international actors and norms on
constitutional transformation within a state). These interfaces
between domestic and international interests have practical as
well as theoretical implications.  
The Constitution Transformation Network seeks to explore
these issues through five interrelated and overlapping
themes: peacebuilding; constitution making; international
and domestic interfaces; regionalism; and the dynamics of
implementation.  
Collectively, team members bring knowledge in constitutional
and comparative constitutional law, international law,
military and international humanitarian law, regional law and
Asian law. They believe that context is critically important
in constitutional transformation, which therefore requires
the knowledge and skills of comparative constitutional
law. To that end, team members are committed to pooling
their expertise to work together and with global partner
institutions, scholars and practitioners to make a genuine
difference to constitutional transformation in theory and
practice.

Website: http://law.unimelb.edu.au/constitutionaltransformations
Twitter: @ConTransNet

The co-convenors of the Constitutions Transformation
Network are Laureate Professor Cheryl Saunders AO, Dr
William Partlett and Ms Anna Dziedzic.
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Laureate Program in Comparative Constitutional Law
ARC Laureate Program on Balancing Diversity
and Social Cohesion in Democratic Constitutions
Balancing Diversity and Social Cohesion in Democratic
Constitutions aims to address the need to reconcile the
tensions between the pursuit of diversity and the promotion
of social cohesion. This critical problem becomes increasingly
urgent as nations grapple with the challenges of highly diverse
multi-cultural societies.
Professor Adrienne Stone, Kathleen Fitzpatrick Australian
Laureate Fellow, will assemble a new interdisciplinary research
team comprising leading scholars in law, world-class early
career researchers, and innovative practitioners to enhance the
capacity of comparative constitutional law, and enhance their
skillset.
The team of researchers shall draw on the experience of
constitutionalism throughout the world to investigate how
Constitutions, in their design and in their application, can
unify while nurturing the diversity appropriate for a complex,
modern society. Markers for the project are to understand
how best to balance the pursuit of diversity and social
cohesion in constitutional democracies, to provide guidance
to established and emerging constitutional orders, and to
develop the methodological foundations of comparative
constitutional law. Results from the project are intended to
help governments, judiciaries and the public to resolve intense
controversies over ideals.
The Laureate Program will include opportunities for
collaboration, debate and information sharing through
conferences, round tables and visiting fellowships. The
Laureate Visiting Fellowships in Comparative Constitutional
is supported by the Kathleen Fitzpatrick Fellowship Scheme
and funded by the Australian Research Council, annually
from 2016 – 2021.

To join our mailing list
to receive noticification
about LPICCL events and
publications, please click on
the link below:
http://bit.ly/2sVTmC1
To learn more about us
go to www.law.unimelb.
edu.au/laureate-programs/
lpccl#home

Postal Address
Laureate Program in
Comparative Constitutional
Law
Melbourne Law School
The University of Melbourne
VIC 3010 Australia

The Team:

Professor Adrienne Stone
ARC Kathleen Fitzpatrick
Laureate Fellow

Dr Erika Arban
Post-doctoral Fellow

Dr Stijn Smet
Post-doctoral Fellow

Gary Hansell
Research Fellow

Gabrielle Dalsasso
Program Manager

General Enquiries
email: laureateconstitutions@unimelb.
edu.au
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Constitutional Law Conference 2017
21 July 2017
Woodward Conference Centre,
Melbourne Law School

I n v i tat i o n
On behalf of the Centre for Comparative Constitutional
Studies, we invite you to register for a major conference on
constitutional law to be held on 21 July 2017. The Conference
is the 4th in a regular series of conferences that focus on
themes of enduring significance in constitutional law. This
year the conference papers will focus on
• Non-Statutory Executive Power;
• Proportionality after McCloy;
• Retrospectivity and the Rule of Law.
The final session of the Conference provides a retrospective
on the High Court under Chief Justice Robert French, with a
special focus on Chapter III and the separation of powers.
The cases to be discussed include: Re Culleton [No 2] (2017);
Cunningham v Commonwealth (2016); R (Miller) v The
Secretary of State for Exiting the European Union (2016, UK
Sup Ct, the ‘Brexit’ Case); Murphy v AEC (2016); Plaintiff M68
(2015); P T Bayan Resources v BCBC Singapore (2016), Rizeq v
Western Australia (2016); McCloy v New South Wales (2015);
Assistant Commissioner Condon v Pompano Pty Ltd (2013);
Wainohu v New South Wales (2011); Momcilovic v The Queen
(2011); Kirk v DPP (2010); South Australia v Totani (2010) and
International Finance Trust Co Ltd v New South Wales Crime
Commission (2009).

and Professorial Fellow Melbourne Law School); Dr Brendan
Lim (Eleven Wentworth, NSW Bar); the Hon. Justice Stephen
McLeish (Court of Appeal, Victoria); Associate Professor
Kristen Rundle (Melbourne Law School); Professor James
Stellios (Australian National University); Julia Watson (Owen
Dixon Chambers, Victorian Bar) and Emeritus Professor
Fiona Wheeler (Australian National University).
We are also delighted that the conference will provide
the occasion for the launch of Brendan Lim’s Australia’s
Constitution after Whitlam (2017), by Laureate Professor
Emeritus Cheryl Saunders AO.

Conference Convenors:

Professor Adrienne Stone

The conference closes with a dinner to be addressed by the
Hon. Justice Michelle Gordon of the High Court of Australia.
Papers will be delivered by leading practitioners and
academics including Lorraine Finlay (Murdoch University);
Justin Gleeson SC (Banco Chambers, NSW Bar); Emeritus
Professor Jeffrey Goldsworthy (Monash University); the Hon.
Kenneth Hayne AC (former Justice High Court of Australia

Dr Scott Stephenson
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PROGRAM
8.30am		

Registration and coffee

3.30pm		

Afternoon Tea
Woodward Conference Centre Foyer

9.00am		

Session One
Non-Statutory Executive Power
Speaker:
The Hon. Kenneth Hayne AC (former
Justice High Court of Australia, Professorial
Fellow, Melbourne Law School)

4.00pm		

Session Four
Chapter III and the Separation of Powers:
A Retrospective on the ‘French Court’
Speakers:
Emeritus Professor Jeffrey Goldsworthy
(Monash University)
Professor James Stellios (Australian National
University)
Julia Watson (Owen Dixon Chambers,
Victorian Bar)
Emeritus Professor Fiona Wheeler
(Australian National University)

Session Two
Retrospectivity and the Rule of Law:
Public Law Perspectives
Speakers:
Lorraine Finlay (Murdoch University)
Dr Brendan Lim (Eleven Wentworth, NSW
Bar)
Associate Professor Dan Meagher (La Trobe
University)

5.30pm		

End of Conference

Lunch

7.00pm 		

Commentators:
The Hon. Justice Stephen McLeish (Court of Appeal,
Victoria)
Associate Professor Kristen Rundle (Melbourne Law
School)

10.30am		
11.00am		

12.30pm

Morning Tea

Woodward Conference Centre Foyer

Woodward Conference Centre Foyer

2.00pm		

Session Three
Proportionality since McCloy
Speakers:
Justin Gleeson SC (Banco Chambers, NSW
Bar)
Professor Adrienne Stone (Melbourne Law
School)

5.45pm		

Book Launch
West Dining Room, UH@W

Dr Brendan Lim, Australia’s Constitution
after Whitlam (2017)
Launch by:
Laureate Professor Emeritus Cheryl
Saunders AO (Melbourne Law School)
Conference Dinner
UH@W, Level 10, Melbourne Law School

Courts and the Future of the Rule of Law
Speaker:
The Hon. Justice Michelle Gordon (High
Court of Australia)

2017 Constitutional Law Conference and Dinner
Registration Details ABN: 84 002 705 224

Registration and payment available at:
www.law.unimelb.edu.au/cccs

Registration Fees
Conference and Dinner | $630
Conference Only | $515
Conference Dinner Only | $115 per person

Payment forms accepted: Visa, Mastercard or cheque
No refunds can be issued for cancellations after 1 July 2017

Registration Enquiries:
Tel: (03) 8344 1011
Email: law-cccs@unimelb.edu.au
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Recent Events

‘Who are ‘we, the people’?: Constitutionalism, Recognition
and Race’ Roundtable
On April 7 2017, the CCCS co-hosted a Roundtable
discussion on ‘Who are ‘we, the people'? :
Constitutionalism, Recognition and Race’. The
event was organized by CCCS affiliate Kirsty Gover,
who is working with colleagues at the Universities
of Stockholm and Uppsala in Sweden on a 3 year
research project examining the ways that popular
sovereignty relates to constitutionalism in liberal
and indigenous democracies.  In numerous
constitutional documents around the world,
popular sovereignty is highlighted as the key
ordering principle and ‘we, the people’ is declared
the ultimate source of the constitutional order. But
what does ‘consent’ mean in a society constituted by
more than one ‘people’?
To address this fundamental puzzle, the Roundtable
brought together political scientists, political
theorists and legal scholars to engage empirical
and theoretical approaches and to present both
indigenous and non-indigenous perspectives. Key
participants included  John Borrows (University
of Victoria, BC); Sofia Nasstrom (University
of Upsalla); Ludwig Beckman (University of

Stockholm); Ulf Morkenstam (University of
Stockholm); Paul Patton (University of New South
Wales); Claire Charters (University of Auckland);
Nicole Roughan (National University of Singapore);
Sarah Maddison (University of Melbourne);
Adrienne Little (University of Melbourne); Sana
Nakata (University of Melbourne) and Darryl
Cronin (University of New South Wales).  
Questions discussed included:  to what extent are
Indigenous peoples appropriately represented
in national constitutions as peoples, bodies
politic or demoi in their own right? How are
indigenous peoples construed as ultimate
sources of constitutional order in their own
constitutions? And given that the question ‘who
are “we, the people”?’ has multiple answers, how
can we distinguish legitimate and illegitimate
ways of drawing boundaries in the liberal settler
democracies? Papers delivered at the Roundtable
will be published in an edited collection. The event
was well-attended by CCCS affiliates and faculty
as well as by former and current MLS graduate
students.

Flickr: Len Matthews
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CCCS Brown Bag Series
Recent Brown Bags

Forthcoming Brown Bags

11 April 2017, Tuesday
John Borrows presented ‘Towards an Indigenous Law Degree’.

25 July 2017, Tuesday
Alison Young, paper TBA

2 May 2017, Tuesday
Lisa Burton-Crawford and Janina Boughey presented
‘Jurisdictional Error: Do We Really Need It?’

1 August 2017, Tuesday
Denis Baranger, paper TBA

9 May 2017, Tuesday
Iddo Porat spoke to his paper ‘The Administrative Origins of
Constitutional Rights and Global Constitutionalism’.
16 May 2017, Tuesday
Cheryl Saunders and Jason Varuhas presented ‘Public Law
and Private Law: Teaching at the Interface’.
Co-hosted with Obligations Group.

23 May 2017, Tuesday
Anne Carter spoke to her draft chapter ‘The Factual Basis of
Proportionality in Australia’.
30 May 2017, Tuesday
Lulu Weis spoke to her paper ‘On Just Terms, Revisited’.

8 August 2017, Tuesday
David Landau, paper TBA
15 August 2017, Tuesday
Jeremy Gans will speak to the recent Barwon Prison Victorian
Charter judgment.
29 August 2017, Tuesday
Matthias Hartwig, ‘The Relationship between the European
Court of Human Rights and National Courts’.
3 October 2017, Tuesday
Niels Petersen, ‘The Globalization of Proportionality:
Doctrinal convergence or divergence?’
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Forthcoming Events
The Centre for Comparative Constitutional Studies will host a
series of conferences, seminars and events in 2017 & 2018. For more information on
these and other events see http://law.unimelb.edu.au/centres/cccs#events
2017

CCCS Constitutional Law Conference
21 July 2017
Melbourne Law School
2017 Miegunyah Fellowship Public Lecture, ‘The Boundaries of Public Law’
presented by
Professor Denis Baranger
Professor of Public law, l’Université Paris II Panthéon-Assas

26 July 2017
Melbourne Law School

2018

Third Biennial Public Law Conference

co-hosted with the Faculty of Law, University of Cambridge

11-13 July 2018
Melbourne Law School
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Legal Theory Workshop
The Legal Theory Workshop series meets regularly to discuss unpublished works-in-progress on a variety of theoretical and
normative issues in the law. Unless otherwise noted, all workshop meetings were held on Fridays, from 12.30pm-2.30pm
Guest presenters for Semester One 2017 (27 February – 28 May 2017):
17 March 2017

5 May 2017 (Rescheduled)

Dr William Partlett (Melbourne) & Dr Zim Nwokora
(Deakin), ‘The Foundations of Democratic Dualism: Why
Constitutional Politics and Ordinary Politics are Different’
Commentator: Dr Scott Stephenson (Melbourne)

Professor Simone Degeling (UNSW), ‘The Philosophical
Foundations of Equity’
Commentator: Professor Matthew Harding (Melbourne)

24 March 2017
Dr Lisa Burton Crawford (Monash), ‘Judicial Review and the
Limits of Legislative Power’
Commentator: Associate Professor Kristen Rundle
(Melbourne)

19 May 2017
Associate Professor Sarah Sorial (Wollongong), ‘What does
it mean to “offend”, “insult” and “intimidate”? A conceptual
analysis of section 18C of the Racial Discrimination Act’  
Commentator: Dr Robert Simpson (Monash)
Workshop co-sponsored by the Centre for Media and Communications Law

7 April 2017

26 May 2017

Associate Professor Vasuki Nesiah (NYU), ‘Gendering the
Invisible Hand: “Empowerment” and “Debt” in Post-Conflict
Economic Governance’
Commentator: Professor Miranda Stewart (Melbourne)

Dr Michael Sevel (Sydney), ‘Philosophical Anarchism
Revisited’
Commentator: Dr Dale Smith (Melbourne)

28 April 2017
Dr Ron Levy (ANU), ‘Shotgun Referendums: Deliberation
and Constitutional Settlement in Conflict Societies’
Commentator: Dr William Partlett (Melbourne)
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Centre People
CCCS members are active researchers and teachers across a broad range of public law issues. Many are available to give presentations
or to consult on public law projects, particularly contributing a comparatie perspective to domestic issues. They are also interested
in discussing potential projects with prospective research students.
Co-Directors
Professor Adrienne Stone
Associate Professor Kristen Rundle
Research Centre Members
Laureate Professor Emeritus Cheryl Saunders AO, Foundation
Director
Professor Michael Crommelin AO
Professor Alison Duxbury
Professor Simon Evans
Professor Michelle Foster
Professor Jeremy Gans
Professor Beth Gaze
Professor Pip Nicholson
Associate Professor Farrah Ahmed
Associate Professor Kirsty Gover
Associate Professor Joo-Cheong Tham
Associate Professor Margaret Young
Dr Alysia Blackham
Dr William Partlett
Dr Julian Sempill
Dr Dale Smith
Dr Scott Stephenson
Dr Jason Varuhas
Dr Lulu Weis
Ms Penny Gleeson
Ms Paula O’Brien
Mr Glenn Patmore
Post-doctoral Research Fellow
Dr Coel Kirkby
Dr Tom Daly
Dr Erika Arban (Laureate Program in Comparative Constitutional Law)
Dr Stijn Smet (Laureate Program in Comparative Constitutional Law)
PhD Students in Residence
Anne Carter
Anna Dziedzic
Anjalee De Silva
Carlos Arturo Villagran Sandoval
Charmaine Rodrigues
To join our mailing list to receive noticification about CCCS
events and publications send an email to
law-cccs@unimelb.edu.au
To learn more about us go to www.law.unimelb.edu.au/cccs
If you do not wish to receive future issues of the newsletter,
email law-cccs@unimelb.edu.au

The Hon. Philip Cummins
Research Fellow (Laureate Program in Comparative Constitutional Law)
Gary Hansell
JD Research Associates
Elizabeth Brumby
Luke Chircop
Artemis Kirkinis
Mimi Oorloff
Marcus Roberts
Anna Saunders
Joshua Quinn-Watson
Stefan Ladd
Taylor Mitas
Anna Bohacova
Andrew Fong
Stephen O’Connell
Matthew Harper
Duncan Willis
Administrator
Jean Goh
Constitution Transformation Network Coordinator
Joella Marron
Program Manager (Laureate Program in Comparative Constitutional Law)
Gabrielle Dalsasso
Advisory Board Members
Ian Cunliffe
Dr Stephen Donaghue QC
Dr Gavan Griffith AO QC
Peter Hanks QC
Wendy Harris QC
Justice Chris Maxwell AO
Justice Stephen McLeish
Justice Debbie Mortimer
Justice Mark Moshinsky
Professor Brian Opeskin
Jason Pizer QC
Justice Richard RS Tracey
Postal Address
Centre for Comparative Constitutional Studies
Melbourne Law School
The University of Melbourne VIC 3010 Australia
General Enquiries
Telephone  +613 8344 1011
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Comparative Constitutional Law Update
A. HIGH COURT OF AUSTRALIA
Plaintiff M96A v Commonwealth of Australia [2017] HCA 16
On 7 August 2013, the plaintiffs, a mother and daughter,
arrived at Christmas Island. The fact of their arrival made
them ‘unauthorised maritime arrivals’ (‘UMAs’) as defined
in s 5AA of the Migration Act 1958 (Cth). They were taken
to and detained in Nauru, pursuant to s 198AD(2), which
provides that an officer must, as soon as reasonably possible,
take an UMA to a regional processing country.
On 1 November 2014, the plaintiffs were brought to Australia
for medical treatment, pursuant to s 198B. Section 198B
provides that an officer may bring a ‘transitory person’
(defined in s 5(1) to include people brought to a regional
processing country under s 198AD(2)) for a temporary
purpose (such as medical treatment). While in Australia, the
plaintiffs remained in detention under ss 189 and 196, which
require that an officer detain unlawful non-citizens.
The plaintiffs argued that ss 189 and 196 were invalid to the
extent that they supported the detention of transitory persons
in Australia. They argued their detention was an invalid
exercise of judicial power by the executive. This was for two
reasons, which drew on Chu Kheng Lim1. First, their detention
was ‘not necessary, nor reasonably capable of being seen as
necessary, for any legitimate non-punitive purpose for which
the Executive may be validly authorised to detain a noncitizen’2. Second, their detention was not ‘capable of objective
determination by a court at any material time’3.
Judgment
The Full Court of the High Court unanimously rejected the
plaintiffs’ argument.
The lead judgment was a joint judgment by Kiefel CJ, Bell,
Keane, Nettle, Gordon and Edelman JJ. Their Honours began
by considering the purpose of the detention. They rejected the
plaintiffs’ argument that the purpose of the detention was the
same as the temporary purpose for which the plaintiffs were
brought to Australia (viz medical treatment)4. They therefore
did not have to consider whether detention for the purpose
of medical treatment is a legitimate purpose for detention.
The true purpose of the plaintiffs’ detention was removal
from Australia when there is no longer any need to be in the
country5. This was recognised as a legitimate non-punitive
1
Chu Kheng Lim v Minister for Immigration (1992) 176 CLR 1, 33, cited
in Plaintiff M96A/2016 v Commonwealth [2017] HCA 16 (3 May 2017) [21].
2
Plaintiff M96A/2016 v Commonwealth [2017] HCA 16 (3 May
2017) [7].
3
Ibid.
4
Ibid [24].
5
Ibid [28].

purpose in Plaintiff S46.
Turning to the duration of the detention, the plurality
accepted that ‘[t]he duration of any form of detention, and
thus its lawfulness, must be capable of being determined at
any time and from time to time. Otherwise, the lawfulness
of the detention could not be determined and enforced by
the courts.7’ However, they considered that the plaintiffs’
detention was capable of determination. It was sufficient that
‘[a]t any time it can be concluded that detention in Australia
will conclude if any of the various preconditions [eg the
termination of the temporary purpose] are met’8.
Gageler J agreed with the plurality. His Honour wrote
separately to address, in obiter, the question of how it is to be
determined whether a person has an ongoing need to be in
Australia (for the purposes of the ‘temporary purpose’). The
Commonwealth argued that this depended on ‘the evaluative
judgment of an officer’9; however, the issue did not arise for
determination as both parties accepted that, at the relevant
times, the plaintiffs had an ongoing need to be in Australia for
medical treatment. Gageler J concluded that the question of
whether a person had an ongoing need to be in Australia does
not depend on ‘the holding of a particular state of mind by the
repository’ of the power to detain10. Rather, it is for the courts
to determine that question11.
For further discussion of this case and the limits of
immigration detention see Sangeetha Pillai, ‘Plaintiff
M96A and the Elusive Limits of Immigration Detention’ on
AUSPUBLAW (29 May 2017) <https://auspublaw.org/2017/05/
plaintiff-m96a-and-the-elusive-limits-of-immigrationdetention/>.
Re Day [No 2] [2017] HCA 14
On 9 May 2016, the 44th Parliament was dissolved. A Federal
election was held, and Mr Robert John Day AO was declared
elected on 4 August 2016 as a senator for South Australia12. On
1 December 2015, a lease was entered into between Fullarton
Investments Pty Ltd and the Commonwealth (‘the Lease’), the
premise of which was used as Mr Day’s electorate office after
he was elected to the Senate for the first time following the
2013 Federal Election. The property was owned by B & B Day
Pty Ltd, as trustee of the Day Family Trust to which Mr Day
6
Plaintiff S4/2014 v Minister for Immigration and Border Protection
(2014) 253 CLR 219, cited in ibid.
7
Plaintiff M96A/2016 v Commonwealth [2017] HCA 16 (3 May
2017) [29], quoting Plaintiff S4/2014 v Minister for Immigration and Border
Protection (2014) 253 CLR 219, 232 [27].
8
Ibid [32].
9
Ibid [38].
10
Ibid [39].
11
Ibid [42].
12
Re Day [No 2] [2017] HCA 14, [4] (Kiefel CJ, Bell and Edelman JJ).
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was a beneficiary13. On 26 February 2016, the rent payable by
the Commonwealth was directed to Fullarton Nominees, a
business and bank account owned by Mr Day14.
Section 44(v) of the Australian Constitution provides that any
person who ‘has any direct or indirect pecuniary interest in
any agreement with the Public Service of the Commonwealth
…  shall be incapable of being chosen or sitting as a senator
or member of the House of Representatives’. The Senate
referred to the High Court, sitting as the Court of Disputed
Returns, a series of questions to be answered. In summary,
the questions included whether, by reason of s 44(v) of the
Constitution, or for any other reason, Mr Day was at any time
incapable of sitting as a Senator prior to the dissolution of
the 44th Parliament and, if so, on what date he became so
incapable and consequently whether there is a vacancy in the
representation of South Australia in the Senate. Furthermore,
how the vacancy should be filled.
Judgment
The Court unanimously held that s 44(v) operated to disqualify
Mr Day from sitting as a senator because he had an indirect
interest of a pecuniary nature in the lease. Kiefel CJ, Bell,
Edelman and Keane JJ held that s 44(v) operated on the day
that direction of the payment to Mr Day was made, 26 February
2016. Gageler, Gordon and Nettle JJ held that the s 44(v)
operated when the lease was executed on 1 December 2015.
Kiefel CJ, Bell and Edelman JJ stated that the issue to be decided
was ‘whether Mr Day at any relevant time had a “direct or
pecuniary interest”’ in the lease agreement15 by receiving the
‘rental monies payable under the lease’16 and therefore an interest
referred to in s 44(v) of the Constitution17. The plurality had to
decide whether Re Webster18 (‘Webster’) should be followed. In
that case it was held that the purpose of s 44(v) was analogous
to a provision in the House of Commons (Disqualification) Act
1782 (UK) (‘the 1782 Act’), which was to secure the freedom and
independence of Parliament from the Crown19. Kiefel CJ, Bell and
Edelman JJ held that Webster should be reconsidered on grounds
that it does not ‘rest on a principle carefully worked out in a
significant succession of cases’20.
Section 44(v) was held to have a wider purpose than as
held in Webster, such that ‘members of Parliament will
not … put themselves in a position where their duty to the
people they represent and their own personal interests may
conflict’21. As a result, Kiefel CJ, Bell and Edelman JJ held that
‘beneficiaries of a discretionary trust, which benefits from,
or via its trustee is party to, an agreement to which s 44(v)
refers, may be considered to have indirect pecuniary interest
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

Ibid [6].
Ibid [8].
Ibid [12].
Ibid [13].
Ibid [14].
(1975) 132 CLR 270
Re Day [No 2] [2017] HCA 14, [14].
Ibid [47].
Ibid [48].

in an agreement’22. Consequently, the fact that Mr Day was
not a party did not preclude the fact that he had an ‘indirect
interest’  23and therefore it followed from the 26 February
2016, when the direction for the payment of rent to Mr Day
was given, s 44(v) operated to disqualify Mr Day from sitting
as a senator24.
In filling the vacancy Kiefel CJ, Bell and Edelman JJ held that
s 272(27) of the Commonwealth Electoral Act 1918 (Cth) may
be applied in analogy and ‘may be dealt with in the same way
as applies where a deceased candidate’s name appears on the
ballot paper in a Senate election’25 and that the vacancy should
be filled by a special count of the ballot papers26.
Gageler J held that in the Commonwealth entering into the
lease with Fullarton Investments, ‘Mr Day stood to gain
financially from the Commonwealth performing its obligation
to pay rent under the lease’27. It was an ‘indirect pecuniary
interest’ which Mr Day had in the lease. This is because Mr
Day had an ‘objective expectation of receiving a monetary
benefit from the payment of rent’28. This lay ‘squarely’ within
the meaning of s 44(v)29. Gageler J held that the Webster
‘interpretation is … unsatisfactory because the interpretation
adopts a criterion’ that is ‘vague and unduly evaluative’30
lacking ‘certainty’31.
Keane J was critical of Barwick CJ’s reasoning in Webster32
noting that the language in s 44(v) was sufficiently different
to the 1782 Act33. Keane J held that the purpose of the
disqualification ‘is not limited to preventing executive
influence upon a parliamentarian, but extends to preventing
the influence of a member’s private financial interests
upon the discharge of his or her parliamentary functions’34.
Regarding the meaning of pecuniary interest, Keane J held
that the term ‘indirect’ ‘indicates that … regard may be had
“to practical as well as legal effect”’, where for example an
agreement gives rise to ‘an expectation of a monetary gain
or loss if it is performed’35. Keane J held that Mr Day had a
pecuniary interest in the Lease from no later than 26 February
201636. A special count was ordered, which would not result in
a ‘distortion of the voters’ real intentions rather than provide a
reflection of the true legal intent of the voters’37.
Nettle and Gordon JJ held that Mr Day was incapable of sitting
as a senator on or after 1 December 2015, that there is a vacancy
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37

Ibid [62].
Ibid [75].
Ibid [76].
Ibid [77].
Ibid [78].
Re Day [No 2] [2017] HCA 14, [87] (Gageler J).
Ibid [114].
Ibid [92], [106].
Ibid [98].
Ibid [97].
Re Day [No 2] [2017] HCA 14, [165] (Keane J).
Ibid [165].
Ibid [167].
Ibid [192].
Ibid [195].
Ibid [210].
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in the representation of South Australia and that the vacancy
should be filled by a special count of the ballot of papers38.
Rizeq v Western Australia [2017] HCA 23
The appellant, Mr Rizeq, was tried on indictment before a jury
in the District Court of Western Australia for offences against
s 6(1)(a) of the Misuse of Drugs Act 1981 (WA) (‘MDA’). The
offences were alleged to have been committed in Western
Australia. At all relevant times he was a resident of New South
Wales. He was convicted by a majority verdict in accordance
with s 114(2) of the Criminal Procedure Act 2005 (WA)
and was sentenced to a term of imprisonment. An appeal
against his conviction was dismissed39. He contended that the
conviction was unlawful because of s 80 of the Constitution.
He argued that s 6(1)(a) of the MDA applied to his trial as
Commonwealth law because s 79 of the Judiciary Act 1903
(Cth) picked up and applied s 6(1)(a) as a Commonwealth law.
Section 79 operated in this way because the District Court was
exercising federal jurisdiction. The appellant contends that
as state law, s 6(1)(a) could not apply of its own force in the
federal jurisdiction40.

it created was tried in federal jurisdiction. It was not necessary
for s 79 of the Judiciary Act to adopt it. Section 6(1)(a) of the
MDA applied directly. Hence, s 80 of the Constitution was
not engaged and the majority judgment of the District Court
stands42.
Edelman J delivered a separate judgment also dismissing the
appeal43. He discussed four possible constructions of s 79 of
the Judiciary Act preferring, but not expressing a final opinion
on the matter, the construction that the laws to which s 79(1)
refers are only those statutory laws which govern or regulate
the powers that a court (in this case, a state court) exercises
as part of its authority to decide44. The indications according
to Edelman J leading to this preference are the reference in
s 79(1) to ‘as binding on … Courts’ rather than binding on
persons as well as the reference to ‘all Courts exercising federal
jurisdiction’ which operates only when there is already a court
exercising federal jurisdiction45.

B. SUPREME COURT OF THE UNITED STATES

Judgment
Bell, Gageler, Keane, Nettle and Gordon JJ joined in
dismissing the appeal. They held that the operation of s
79 is limited to making the text of the state laws apply as
Commonwealth law to bind a court in the exercise of federal
jurisdiction. The application of s 114(2) of the Criminal
Procedure Act governing what is to be taken to be the
verdict of a jury is beyond the competence of the Parliament
of Western Australia. The text of s 114(2) is applied, as
Commonwealth law, to a Western Australian court when
exercising federal jurisdiction through the operation of s 79
of the Judiciary Act. Section 6(1)(a) of the Misuse of Drugs
Act, in contrast, is a law having application independently of
anything done by a court. It is squarely within state legislative
competence and outside the operation of s 79 of the Judiciary
Act41. It applied in the trial of Mr Rizeq as Western Australian
law just as it applied to him before any court was called upon
to exercise jurisdiction in relation to the charges brought
against him.

Cooper v Harris 581 US (2017)

Kiefel CJ delivered a separate judgment dismissing the
appeal. She held that s 79 of the Judiciary Act is directed
to courts. Its purpose is to fill the gaps created by a lack
of Commonwealth law governing when and how a court
exercising federal jurisdiction is to hear and determine a
matter, and the inability of a state law to apply directly to that
court whilst exercising federal jurisdiction. In such a case,
it is necessary that s 79 adopt the state provision and apply
it. Kiefel J found s 114(2) of the Criminal Procedure Act is a
provision of this kind. Section 6(1)(a) of the MDA however is
not, its application was unaffected by the fact that the offence

In terms of the first of the two districts, District 1, Kagan J
affirmed the district court’s finding as to the predominance of
racial considerations52. As for the second limb, the State argued
that compliance with s 2 of the Voting Rights Act necessitated
and thereby justified the redrawing53. Kagan J, however,

38
39
40
41

Re Day [No 2] [2017] HCA 14, [224] (Gordon and Nettle JJ).
Rizeq v Western Australia [2017] HCA 23 [2].
Ibid.
Ibid [105].

Cooper v Harris46 concerned the Fourteenth Amendment’s
Equal Protection Clause, which prohibits a state from
determining voting districts by reference to race, absent
‘sufficient justification’47. North Carolina was held by a
district court to have redrawn two districts, District 1 and
12, in breach of this clause. A majority of the Supreme Court
affirmed this decision.
Kagan J with whom a majority comprising Thomas, Ginsburg,
Breyer and Sotomayor JJ agreed, noted that the requisite
analysis involved a two stage test48. Firstly, the plaintiff needed
to establish the redrawing was predominated by racial
considerations49. Secondly, if the plaintiff were successful, the
state was required to justify its gerrymander by reference to
a ‘compelling interest’ to which its decision was ‘narrowly
tailored’50. Importantly, it had long been assumed that
compliance with the Voting Rights Act of 1965 provided a
‘compelling interest’51.

42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53

Ibid [32].
Ibid [107].
Ibid [109].
Ibid [204].
Cooper v Harris, 581 US (2017
Cooper v Harris, 581 US (2017) 1 (Kagan J)
Ibid 2.
Ibid.
Ibid.
Ibid.
Ibid 11.
Ibid 12.
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pointed out that such a belief required satisfaction of three
elements identified in Thornburg v Gingles54, the third of which
was that ‘a district’s white majority’ must generally defeat the
preferred candidate of the minority55. However, historically,
the district had proven ‘an extraordinarily safe district for
African-American preferred candidates’56. Hence, the State
lacked a ‘strong basis in evidence’ for the view that compliance
with s 2 required the redrawing be adopted57.
In terms of the second of the two districts, District 12, only
the first of the two limbs was at issue. The plaintiffs alleged
the redrawing to have been for the purposes of ensuring
‘preclearance’ for their districting plan under s 5 of the Voting
Rights Act58. This provision prohibited ‘retrogression in the
[electoral] position of minorities’59. The argument, therefore,
was that the State had created an African-American majority
in District 12 so as to evade the prohibition60. The state argued
that its redrawing was political, as opposed to racial61. It was
said that the decision aimed to fill the district with democrats,
irrespective of whether an African-American majority was
thereby created62. In doing so, it denied, in effect, that race
played even the ‘slightest’ role in the redrawing63. Whilst there
was evidence to support either contention, the district court
had ultimately found for the plaintiffs64.
Kagan J noted that the role of the Supreme Court on this
point was to affirm the district court’s decision provided it
was plausible65. Hence, given the evidence, Kagan J declined
to disturb that decision66. Additionally, Kagan J rejected the
submission from the state that, per the decision in Cromartie
II67, where a redrawing could be explicable on the basis of
either politics or race, the plaintiffs were required to provide
an ‘alternative map’ which satisfied the relevant political
agenda whilst ensuring compliance with the Fourteenth
Amendment68.
Given that the state had not sought to justify the redrawing
of District 12, the finding that the drawing was predominated
by racial considerations was thereby determinative. The
redrawing was unconstitutional69.
Thomas J, whilst concurring with the majority position,
added that it was sufficient for the first limb that the plaintiffs
establish that a ‘majority-black’ district was indeed created70.
His Honour also doubted that s 2 of the Voting Rights Act
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70

478 US (1986).
Cooper v Harris, 581 US (2017) 12–13 (Kagan J).
Ibid 13.
Ibid 13–15.
Ibid 18.
Ibid 3.
Ibid 3, 18.
Ibid 18.
Ibid.
Ibid.
Ibid.
Ibid 20.
Ibid 21.
532 US (2001).
Cooper v Harris, 581 US (2017) 28–32 (Kagan J).
Ibid 34.
Cooper v Harris, 581 US (2017) 1 (Thomas J)

could be invoked to justify a predominately racial redrawing71.
In partial dissent, Alito J criticised the majority’s ‘about-face’
with respect to the decision in Cromartie II, which in fact
concerned the same District 12 as in the present dispute72.
Alito J, applying Cromartie II, held that the failure to produce
an alternative-map was fatal to the plaintiff ’s case with respect
to District 1273. His Honour went on to defend the importance
of this requirement as a necessary evidentiary rule given the
complex, correlative relationship between politics and race74.
Furthermore, Alito J held the evidence supporting the racial,
as opposed to political explanation to be ‘manifestly Ibid 18.
inadequate’75. On his Honour’s analysis, there was a powerful
basis to regard the redrawing as ‘designed to maximise
Republican opportunities’76. Alito J, therefore, held that the
decision of the district court as to District 12 ought to have
been reversed77.
North Carolina v Sandra Little Covington 581 US (2017)
The North Carolina General Assembly redrew state legislative
districts in 2011 to account for population changes. In May
2015, several North Carolina voters (the plaintiffs) brought
action in the US District Court, alleging that 28 majority
black districts in the new plan were unconstitutional racial
gerrymanders. The District Court held that race was the
predominant factor in the design of each challenged district
and that use of race was not supported by a strong basis of
evidence. Therefore the design of each challenged district was
found to be unconstitutional78.
The District Court made a series of orders and measures
stating that ‘[w]hile special elections have costs, those costs
pale in comparison to the injury caused by allowing citizens to
continue to be represented by legislators elected pursuant to a
racial gerrymander’79. The series of orders included ordering the
General Assembly to redraw the map before North Carolina
holds any future elections for that body with a March 2017
deadline80; shortening the term to one year of any legislator
elected in 2016 from a district later modified by that remedial
plan81; replacing those legislators with new ones, to be chosen in
the court-ordered special elections in the fall of 2017, who were
also then to serve a one year term82; and the court suspended
provisions of the North Carolina Constitution requiring
prospective legislators to reside within a district for one year
before they may be elected to represent it83.
71
Ibid 1.
72
Cooper v Harris, 581 US (2017) 2 (Alito J)
73
Ibid 3.
74
Ibid 8.
75
Ibid 11.
76
Ibid 17.
77
Ibid 34.
78
North Carolina v Sandra Little Covington 581 US 581 (2017) (5
June 2017) 1.
79
Ibid 2.
80
Ibid 1.
81
Ibid 2.
82
Ibid.
83
Ibid.
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Judgment
The Supreme Court held that the remedial order is to be
vacated on grounds that it did not meaningfully weigh
equitable considerations and the ‘interests on both sides of the
remedial question’84. The justification applied by the District
Court involved ‘minimal reasoning’ and would appear to
‘justify a special election in every racial-gerrymandering case’
which would be at odds with the Supreme Court’s demands
for ‘careful case-specific analysis’85. In deciding a remedy, the
Supreme Court noted that ‘obvious considerations include the
severity and nature of the particular constitutional violation,
the extent of the likely disruption to the ordinary processes
of governance if early elections are imposed, and the need
to act with proper judicial restraint when intruding on state
sovereignty86.
For these reasons, the District Court’s remedial order was
remanded for further proceedings consistent with the opinion.87
Rippo v Baker 580 US (2017)
The petitioner was convicted of first-degree murder and
sentenced to death. During the trial, the petitioner had
discovered that the trial judge was under investigation for
accepting bribes and surmised that the prosecution was
separately involved in investigating the judge. The judge
refused to recuse himself, and although the judge was later
indicted, retrials were denied by another judge and on appeal
in the Nevada Supreme Court.
In a later application for post-conviction relief, the Nevada
Supreme Court held that the petitioner ‘was not entitled to
discovery or an evidentiary hearing because his allegations
“d[id] not support the assertion that the trial judge was
actually biased in this case”’88.
The Supreme Court of the United States vacated the Nevada
Supreme Court’s judgment. The petitioner’s case depended on
the Fourteenth Amendment to the United States Constitution
(the Due Process clause). This requires, in an application
for recusal, not that a judge has actual bias but whether,
‘objectively speaking, “the probability of actual bias on
the part of the judge or decision maker is too high to be
constitutionally tolerable’”89.

officials arguing that the law violates the First Amendment
of the United States Constitution, by regulating how they
communicate their prices. They further claimed that the
law is unconstitutionally vague. The District Court found in
favour of the petitioners but the Court of Appeals vacated the
judgment with instructions to dismiss. The Court of Appeals
concluded that the law regulates the relationship between two
prices, the ‘sticker’ price and the credit card price and relied
on US Supreme Court’s precedent that price regulation alone
regulates conduct not speech and hence s 518 was found not
to be unconstitutional.
Judgment
Roberts CJ delivered the opinion of the Court. In the Supreme
Court the petitioners identified only one pricing scheme they
sought to employ where a cash price and an additional credit
card surcharge is to be displayed on the relevant premises90.
It follows that the Court’s judgment is only relevant to this
particular scheme. The Court of Appeals interpreted s 518
as prohibiting the scheme proposed by the petitioners. The
interpretation could not be dismissed as ‘clearly wrong’
and therefore the Supreme Court, in line with the accepted
practice, accorded ‘great deference’91 to interpretation of the
court below and followed it as correct. The Court then turned
to the constitutional questions92.
Section 518 was held by the Supreme Court not to regulate the
amount which a merchant may charge. Instead, it regulates
how the seller communicates his/her prices and in doing
so regulates speech and may therefore be unconstitutional.
Section 158 was further found not to have been vague as
argued by the petitioners, for ‘a plaintiff whose speech is
clearly proscribed cannot raise a successful vagueness claim’93.
Because the Court of Appeal analysed s 518 as conduct and
not speech, the Supreme Court declined to consider the
constitutionality of s 518 at first instance. The Supreme Court
ultimately ordered that the Court of Appeal on remand should
analyse s 518 as speech regulation not conduct regulation94.

Expressions Hair Design et al v Schneiderman 581 US (2017)

Breyer J wrote a separate judgment agreeing with the Court’s
opinion95. He commented on the level of scrutiny accorded
to a regulation depending on how it affected the First
Amendment interests reiterating the settled principle that
when legislation does not normally affect the interests that the
First Amendment protects, the Court normally looks only for
assurance that the legislation ‘rests upon some rational basis’96.

The case concerned s 518 of the New York General Business
Law, which provides that ‘[n]o seller in any sales transaction
may impose a surcharge on a holder who elects to use a credit
card in lieu of payment by cash, check, or similar means’.
Five New York businesses and their owners who wish to
impose surcharges for credit card use, filed suit against state

Sotomayor J, with whom Alito J agreed, delivered a separate
concurring judgment. Sotomayor J commented on the
different possible interpretations of s 518 and held that the
Court below erred in not asking the New York Court of
Appeals for a definite interpretation of s 518. The lack of a
definitive interpretation has an unwelcome effect according
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to Sotomayor J as the Court declined to address the question
of whether s 518’s restriction is constitutionally permissible.
Sotomayor J held that the judgment below be vacated with
instructions to certify the case to the New York Court of
Appeals to allow it to definitively interpret s 518. Her Honour
thereby concurred only in the judgment of the majority97.

C. SUPREME COURT OF NEW ZEALAND
B v Waitemata District Health Board [2016] NZSC 88
At issue in this case was the Waitemata District Health Board’s
smoke-free policy, which had been challenged unsuccessfully
in both the High Court and Court of Appeal98. The appellant, a
paranoid schizophrenic, had been subject to the policy whilst
being treated in the Board’s intensive care unit (‘ICU’).
The appellant argued that the policy was inconsistent with
s 6 of the Smoke-free Environments Act 1990 (NZ), which
provided that ‘an employer “may” permit smoking by patients
… if there is a dedicated smoking room which meets the
requirements of the act.99’
The appellant also argued that the policy violated the New
Zealand Bill of Rights Act 1990 (NZ) (‘The Bill of Rights’)100.
Four provisions were of relevance in this respect. Firstly, it was
said that ‘the effects of withdrawal from smoking on a person
in the appellant’s position whilst in ICU are inhumane and
deprive(d) him of his dignity’101. Importantly, s 23(5) of the Bill
of Rights safeguards the ‘humanity’ and ‘inherent dignity’ of
those deprived of their liberty. The appellant also pointed to
s 9, which provides for a right not to be ‘subjected to torture
or to cruel, degrading, or disproportionately severe treatment
or punishment’102. Thirdly, the appellant cited s 19(1), which
provides for a right to ‘freedom from discrimination’, which
includes discrimination upon the basis of disability103. Lastly,
the appellant relied upon s 28 of the Bill of Rights, which
renders the Bill non-exhaustive104. The argument here was that
‘a right to home or private life’ was thereby protected, and that
in turn, this accommodated a right to smoke105.
Judgment
Ellen France J, who gave the judgment of the court, rejected
that s 6 of the Smoke-free Environments Act 1990 (NZ)
mandated provision of a dedicated smoking room106. Her
Honour’s preferred construction, as per ordinary use, was that
97
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the word ‘may’ was merely permissive107. Furthermore, the
appellant’s preferred construction was said to be inconsistent
with the statutory scheme108.
Ellen France J also rejected the view that the policy
contravened s 23(5) of the Bill of Rights109. Whilst the appellant
was denied the opportunity to smoke, the applicable policy
was specifically directed towards assisting patients to quit,
notably by way of nicotine replacement therapy (‘NRT’).
Staff were also trained to manage symptoms of withdrawal110.
Importantly, the evidence supported the view adopted by
the High Court; that NRT was a ‘humane and meaningful
treatment’ of withdrawal111.
Policy considerations were also of relevance in this
respect. On the evidence of a Dr Patton, smoking bore a
problematic relationship to mental health112. Her Honour also
acknowledged that the board had obligations to other patients
and staff who were otherwise subject to the ‘adverse effects
of second-hand smoke’113. Hence, Ellen France J affirmed
the decision of the High Court and Court of Appeal that the
policy did not breach s 23(5) of the Bill of Rights114.
A similar conclusion was reached with respect to the s
9 claim115. Ellen France J noted that ‘cruel, degrading, or
disproportionately severe treatment or punishment’ involved a
demanding standard which was clearly not met in the present
case116.
As for the appellant’s s 19(1) argument, Ellen France J rejected
that the policy involved discrimination117. Rather, as was held
by the Court of Appeal, the appellant was subject to a ‘neutral
rule with no particular effect on psychiatric patients’118.
Lastly, Ellen France J considered the claim founded upon
s 28 of the Bill of Rights. Importantly, her Honour rejected
that a ‘right to home or private life’ accommodated a right
to smoke119. That right, it was said, was ‘too removed from
the sphere of personal autonomy warranting protection’120.
Furthermore, treatment in the ICU was said to inevitably
involve some constraints on a patient’s autonomy121.
The appeal was therefore dismissed122.
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D. COURT OF APPEAL OF NEW ZEALAND
Attorney General v Arthur William Taylor [2017] NZCA 215
The case heard in the Court of Appeal of New Zealand concerned
the 2010 amendment to the Electoral Act 1993, extending to all
prisoners a prohibition on voting that was formerly restricted
to prisoners sentenced to three or more years123. Section 12(a)
of the Bill of Rights provides the right to vote to citizens over the
age of 18. Five prisoners brought proceedings in the High Court
seeking a declaration that the amending legislation is inconsistent
with the right to vote. Heath J in the High Court held that the
amending legislation is inconsistent with the right protected by
s 12(a) Bill of Rights. The Court of Appeal agreed with Heath J
with the exception of one of the respondents, Mr Taylor, who
lost the right to vote prior to the amending legislation passed and
therefore had no standing.
The Court, firstly, answered the question whether the higher
courts have jurisdiction to make a declaration. It answered in
the affirmative. It determined that the declaration sought was
a ‘declaration of inconsistency’124, a declaration that legislation
limits a protected right in a manner that cannot be justified in
a free and democratic society and the jurisdiction to identify
incompatibility emerges from ss 2–6 of the Bill of Rights.

As to the remedy the Court concluded that the Hansen
indication — a statement in which a court expresses an opinion
that legislation limits a protected right in a manner that cannot
be justified in a free and democratic society129 — should
ordinarily suffice130. It triggers an expectation that the other
branches of government will respond to the court’s opinion. But
there may be circumstances in which a court may go further
and make a declaration of inconsistency to emphasise that the
legislation needs reconsidering or to vindicate the right. The
Court opined that the legislature recognised, by authorising a
declaration of inconsistency under ss 92I–92J of the Human
Rights Act, that the remedy may serve these purposes. In any
case the discretion must lie in the court’s discretion and the
usual presumption in judicial review, that a wrong having been
established, the plaintiff is prima facie entitled to a remedy, does
not apply in these cases131.
The Court held that given the importance of the right to
vote in a democratic society the undiscriminating limitation
imposed by the amendment to the Electoral Act 1993 demanded
justification and none was forthcoming. In these circumstances,
it was not unreasonable to conclude that a declaration of
inconsistency was the appropriate way both to convey the
Court’s firm opinion that the legislation needs reconsidering
and to vindicate the right132.

Secondly, the jurisdiction to make the declaration of
inconsistency finds its source in the common law jurisdiction of
the higher courts to answer questions of law, which extends to
incompatibility between legislation and a protected right, and is
confirmed in the Bill of Rights125.
Thirdly, the Court discussed the concept of parliamentary
privilege and its relevance to a s 7 of the Bill of Rights report
which was used by Heath J in the High Court, when he referred
to the voting tally and parliamentary proceedings related to the
amending legislation. The Court of Appeal did not accept the
Attorney-General’s submission that proceedings in Parliament
are per se inadmissible in incompatibility proceedings but
held, rather, that it is necessary to ask why and how the court
uses such material126. A court does not impeach parliamentary
proceedings merely by describing parliamentary processes or
making a finding about the same subject matter, so long as it
is careful to make no finding on ‘the parliamentary treatment
of the matter’127. That is so even if the court should reach a
contrary conclusion to that of the legislature128. The Court of
Appeal did comment that it would have been better had Heath
J not mentioned the facts relating to voting on the amending
legislation because it could be easily mistaken for inappropriate
questioning of parliamentary proceedings.
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